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Abstract: 
Delivering bioinformatics power to life science researchers inevitably runs into problems of limited 
computing resources in the context of exponentially increasing data sources, access time, costs, lack 
of skills and, rapidly evolving technology and software tools with poorly defined standards. In this 
context the development of online facilities to best enable collaborative research often needs to be 
customized to specific project applications in close cooperation with the experimentalist users and, 
to be concerned with the storage and management of results to allow more consistency and 
traceability of results on a broad access data mining platform. Here we showcase an Internet based 
research platform using the PHP/MySQL paradigm for the collaborative, integrative and 
comparative analysis of lactation related gene sequences and gene expression experiments to 
support lactation research. We also illustrate how these resources are used, how they enable 
research by allowing meta-analysis of data and results and, how the bottom-up development of 
customized eResearch components can lead to the production of more generic functional software 
tools and eResearch environments for deployment to a larger number of biological researchers 
working on other bio-systems. 
 
 
 
 
Introduction 
Mammals are characterized by the total dependency of the new born on milk produced by 
the maternal mammary gland. Mammalian species have evolved a variety of lactation strategies 
providing a rich biodiversity resource to investigate lactation by comparative analysis. For example, 
marsupials give birth to a relatively immature embryo after a short gestation period. By contrast, in 
eutherians, including all extant mammals outside Australasia and America, most of the development 
occurs in utero. Thus, the marsupial young depends on milk for a significant period of time of its 
development. As a result, the study of lactation in marsupials is not only interesting for the 
exploration of the evolution of the lactation system in mammals, but also provides a unique model 
to explore the role of marsupial milk factors on the control of mammalian development and their 
relationship with eutherian intrauterine factors potentially having similar functions in utero [1]. 
Monotremes, including platypus and echidna, are extant representatives of the most ancient 
mammals [2]. Monotremes lay leathery-shelled eggs from which emerges an altricial young that is 
also totally dependant on milk provision by the mother during an extended lactation period. Thus, 
the analysis of monotreme milk may provide key insight into the origins, function and evolution of 
lactation. Other animals present peculiar adaptations relevant to study particular aspects of lactation 
physiology. For example the fur seal is able to maintain lactation after extended periods spent 
foraging at sea while in the majority of mammals lactation is irreversibly turned off after a few days 
of weaning. Thus, the fur seal presents a unique differential model to analyse the control of lactation 
during involution [3].  
We have deployed a high throughput technology platform, including genomics, 
transcriptomics, proteomics, metabolomics and bioactivity screens, for the study of lactation in the 
tammar wallaby (Macropus eugenii) and other mammals with extreme lactation strategies. A 
bioinformatics resource is being developed to support storage, retrieval and analysis of the data 
generated. An eResearch resource was built to integrate lactation related and other data from a 
variety of mammalian species using a plethora of technologies and data sources either available in 
the public domain or generated in house (sequence, expressions, pathways, literature). These efforts 
should result in high quality annotation for the mammary function and the lactation system. The 
benefit from integration into an easily accessible and robust annotation framework with a rapidly 
customisable data-mining interface is illustrated by the way it is enabling research. This provides an 
interesting test case for in silico biology (computer based biology) where the nature of molecular 
information transmitted between mother and child during lactation is explored. 
We have developed a database system for the annotation and analysis of genomics data; 
short sequence fragments found to be expressed in particular tissues or cells called Expresssed 
Sequence Tags (EST) used for gene identification, and gene expression data. An annotation pipeline 
based on a MySQL database, open source programs and scripts developed in house is presented. A 
customized web interface allows users to query and retrieve the data. Usage of open source 
programs such as Phred and Phrap [4], BLAST [5], HMMER [6], ESTScan [7, 8] and, a series of 
PHP scripts allow the handling of thousands of sequences in tasks like sequence assembly, 
searching for sequence homology and coding regions, prediction of biological function, integration 
of experimental expression data from different platforms for meta analysis (EST sequencing, 
microarray, MPSS) as well as general database management. We have annotated EST libraries 
derived from mammary glands and milk from a number of species [2, 9-12]. This allowed us, for 
example, to identify several ESTs containing a putative signal peptide sequence, with the short-term 
goal of identifying new milk proteins and, the long-term aim to trace their evolution and identify 
their properties. Similar methods and interfaces have been implemented to allow the representation 
of expression data obtained by a combination of methodologies across the lactation cycle in order to 
provide a comprehensive view of genes and the regulation of their expression during the lactation 
program. Here, we describe our implementation, and discuss how the e-Resource is applied to 
enable research. 
Sequence data 
Genomics has enabled the study of biological systems through the global analysis of gene 
expression. The first step in the collection of information about gene expression in a new animal 
model usually consists of obtaining information about the genes by complementary DNA (cDNA) 
or genome sequencing. With the high cost of genome sequencing, cDNA sequencing is the most 
common approach and usually provides information that is directly related to the gene expression in 
the biological system under study. One draw back for the use of sequencing to measure gene 
expression is that a large number of sequences need to be derived as thousands of genes may be 
expressed in any tissues at variable levels. Interestingly, recent progress in high throughput 
sequencing technologies is renewing interest in cDNA sequencing for the estimation of gene 
expression [13]. In any case, before gene expression can be measured and analysed, basic sequence 
information needs to be obtained in the form of short partial sequences, which need to be assembled 
into larger genes sequences. These anonymous gene sequences encoding protein products have to 
be identified during the annotation process by comparison with known genes or gene products from 
other, better known, evolutionarily related species. Typically, computer programs are used to search 
biological sequence databases for evolutionary significant similarities. As a diversity of programs 
and databases may need to be used and reused to improve annotation when new data is updated, the 
management and retrieval of annotation data may become cumbersome over time. This task can be 
greatly facilitated by the implementation of automatic procedures to drive the computation, and the 
database storage of results, as well as the development of online interfaces to manage the annotation 
process and mine the results. 
  In order to address these issues, we have developed EST-PAC a web oriented multi-platform 
software package for expressed sequences tag (EST) annotation [14]. Originally developed to 
address our annotation issues, the software was made into a more generic platform and released into 
the open source for general use. EST-PAC provides a solution for the administration of EST and 
protein sequence annotations accessible through a web interface. Three aspects of EST annotation 
are automated: 1) searching either local or remote biological databases for sequence similarities 
using BLAST services, 2) predicting protein coding sequence from EST data and, 3) annotating 
predicted protein sequences with functional domain predictions. In practice, EST-PAC integrates the 
BLASTALL suite, EST-Scan2 and HMMER in a relational database system accessible through a 
simple web interface. EST-PAC also takes advantage of the relational database to allow consistent 
storage, powerful queries of results and, management of the annotation process. The system allows 
users to customize annotation strategies and provides an open-source data-management 
environment for bioinformatics. 
Efforts in the open source and in the academic community have been made to provide the 
scientific community with on line services, examples of which are PipeOnline [15], EST-PAGE 
[16], or complete packages such as ESTannotator [17], ESTAP  [18]PartiGene [19], and Prot4EST 
[20]. However, these packages often have restrictive system dependencies, do not always allow 
extensive data mining and, may not always be available for download and customization. 
Furthermore, few packages allow real sequence management where users can decide to build 
queries through a web interface and link them to job submission through a web interface allowing 
the storage and use of complex filters for sequence similarity searches with criteria based on 
previous results. Our facility offers more flexibility for the annotation process, updating and the 
optimal use of often-limited computational resources. 
EST-PAC also provides a workbench to cluster ESTs onto reference genome sequence data 
sets when available. Finally, usage of EST-PAC is not restricted to EST sequences and any type of 
nucleotide or protein sequences can be loaded for the management of sequence analysis results. 
This allows the compilation, storage and management of a diversity of customized sequence 
databases for the analysis of ESTs or the cross referencing of other sequence libraries. EST-PAC 
provides an open framework for rapid prototyping of data mining and on-line visualization of 
sequence data, presenting an expandable data-management environment for research and education 
in bioinformatics. 
We have used EST-PAC to annotate sequences from a range of species, including wallaby, 
seal, platypus, echidna and birds to identify sequences and infer biological function based on 
similarity with other model species such as humans and mice [2, 11, 12, 21]. One empowering 
advantage of eResources to manage results is that the environment readily allows for more global 
analysis of the underlying data. For example, rather than the simple task of generating annotation 
lists, it is possible to conduct a simple meta-analysis of the distribution of similarity throughout the 
genome or, a particular subset of gene expression, biological properties or functional pathways. This 
is illustrated in figure 1 showing the distribution of top hit similarities between the seal mammary 
gene clusters and other genomes. The results show that seals are closely related to dogs. We have 
used this information to construct experiments with seal sample on a dog genomic platform [21]. 
Similar approaches can be used to analyse the variability of sequence divergence. As it is becoming 
accepted that different genes may be diverging at different rates [22], we are now mining this data 
to analyse the evolutionary properties of genomes.  
EST-PAC also allows the mapping of the genome of one species into another. Usually, bi-
directional reciprocal mappings need to be conducted for validation and identification of 
problematic gene family member attributions. Online access to sequences and maps greatly 
facilitates analysis of such gene family relationships. Furthermore inter-genome maps also provide 
a useful link between genomes to query expression data across species for the comparative analysis 
of gene expression as discussed below.  
Finally, another application of sequence libraries is the estimation of gene expression in the 
biological sample from which the library was derived.  This requires the clustering of sequence data 
using dedicated software to analyse the overlap between sequences and reconstruct larger gene 
connoting sequences. The clustering of sequence similarity onto the full genome sequence of the 
organism when available or onto other related genome databases can be also used as an alternative 
or a complement for sequence library clustering. EST-PAC has been valuable for the validation of 
gene catalogues. Once contiguous sequences are assembled, they can be mapped back onto ESTs to 
count the number of occurrences of gene ESTs in the library and estimate gene expression in the 
original sample. This provides a digital estimation of gene expression that is potentially more 
accurate than analogue measurements obtained by sequence hybridisation platform like DNA 
microarrays. We have employed these approaches to analyse the gene expression profile of the main 
milk protein genes in the tammar wallaby, identifying interesting lactation phase specific and 
regulatory candidates [11]. The main drawback of the sequencing approach is the need to sample a 
large gene space with several thousand genes. Until recently this has been prohibitive due to the 
high cost of high throughput sequencing. This is however rapidly changing and technological 
advances in the area of DNA sequencing might revive this approach in the near future. 
 
Massively parallel signature sequencing (MPSS): 
Massively parallel signature sequencing is an emerging technology for the mass sequencing 
of typically short sequence tags to measure gene expression [23]. Sequence similarity searches are 
also used for the identification of sequence tags by comparison and clustering against reference 
genome databases. Figure 2 shows a summary of mammary gland gene expression of the main milk 
proteins from lactating and non-lactating wallabies estimated by coda library analysis and MPSS. 
We have presented elsewhere an analysis of such data obtained from tammar wallaby model and 
discussed the advantage and limitation of the MPSS approach [11]. The availability of a 
comprehensive gene sequence catalogue was instrumental in the analysis. In the near future, new 
technology that overcomes some of the current limitations will be used and, a large flow of data 
might soon become available for the analysis of an increasing number of biological systems. This 
will potentially open a new biological insight integrating the characterisation and quantification of 
gene expression. It is possible that flexible e-Bioinformatics workbenches will quickly be in high 
demand for in depth annotation and analysis of this data. 
 
Microarray data: 
The microarray or DNA chip technology allows the measurement of gene expression of a 
large number of genes when gene sequence information is already available. The technology 
exploits the property of DNA to hybridise specifically to a complementary sequence. Typically, 
short sequences, which may be either cloned cDNA or synthetic fragments, are chosen and 
deposited in individual cells of an array on a small surface where each cell in the array contains 
many copies of a specific sequence. cDNA is synthetised from the population of messenger RNAs 
in the biological sample, labelled with a fluorescent dye and, hybridised to the microarray. Specific 
sequences will bind to their complement sequences at the corresponding location on the array. The 
array can be scanned to measure the dye intensity at the location of each cell to provide an 
estimation of the relative quantity of cDNA molecules containing particular sequences representing 
an estimator of the relative gene expression of the corresponding genes in the sample. One 
difference between microarray and sequence based expression data is that microarrays provide a 
more error prone analogue signal source than digital signal obtained from sequence sampling. 
Statistical analysis is typically used to characterise error rate, normalise data, identify bias, explore 
and compare the results from multiple samples or experiments. A large number of software 
packages and methods can be employed, each with their advantages, constraints and limitations. 
Often, statisticians may be involved in data analysis. The diversity of approaches that may be used 
for particular experimental designs and the rapidity with which new methods are developed is such 
that it is quite difficult to standardise and automate the analysis in a research context. However, 
what is more important is to have ways to retrieve the data online, making it available to end-users 
with overlapping interests at any time, and compare the results produced by different methods or 
people. This is particularly important when data starts to accumulate quickly and, enables meta-
analysis of multiple experiments or comparison of results obtained on multiple platforms or in a 
diversity of species. 
To address this issue, we have developed simple online databases and interfaces to store and 
query expression data. For each technology platform and experiment, interfaces are often 
customised in order to provide appropriate graphical representation and query facilities for 
particular experimental design (e.g. time course or treatment). In our experience, the availability of 
simplified, easily accessible and targeted online interfaces to explore results after expert data pre-
processing has greatly enhanced the usability of microarray data and, over time, stimulated cross 
project analysis. A diversity of studies employing the e-Resource has been published [21, 24-29]. 
We are now also trying to rationalise our approach into a more generic package also based on the 
PHP-MySQL paradigm in order to facilitate the online retrieval and query of processed data. 
However, funding for translational research in this area of open software development is needed. 
Nonetheless, the possibility to quickly built interfaces for the analysis of expression data has 
expended collaborations in other area of research such as the study of reprogramming during germ 
cell development [30]. The difficulty to interact efficiently with expression data has often already 
become a bottleneck for biological research. 
The combination of sequence cross-species referencing available for EST-PAC and 
expression data empowers meta-analysis with the straightforward implementation of queries and 
interfaces to retrieve and compare gene expression in multiple species [3]. Figure 3 shows an 
overview of our implementation. The integration of our data in an eResource will facilitate this 
comparative analysis. 
 
Conclusion 
 The rapid development of high throughput technology in the life science has empowered 
biologists by allowing access to a more global view of biological systems with the measurement of 
many variables in parallel, such as gene sequences, gene expressions, proteins, metabolites or 
functional screens. As a consequence, bioresearch is increasingly dependant on computational 
technology for the management and analysis of the large amount of data being produced quickly. 
This generates new problems and eResearch platforms are needed to empower biological 
researchers with the full benefit of high throughput technology. Bioinformatics is ideally placed at 
the interface between biology and computer science to tackle these issues. In a collaborative 
environment it is important to have broad, comprehensive access to data and results. The Internet 
platform is an ideal media for this. Here, we have reviewed an eResearch platform developed to 
facilitate lactation research. Based on the PHP/MySQL paradigm this platform allows for rapid 
customisation and immediate online availability of user and project oriented interfaces to empower 
biological researchers by allowing them to interact directly with data and results through a web 
interface. In the context of rapidly changing techniques or format with poor standard, this is an 
efficient approach to enhance the level of interaction and feedback between specialists leading to a 
better, faster and more traceable exploitation of results. 
Our development cycle is mainly driven by research priorities. Data is stored in databases and 
online interfaces are quickly implemented to address urgent issues. When possible and based on 
experience with customised interface design, we are trying to derive more generic tools for release 
into the public domain. For example, EST-PAC scripts can be downloaded, installed and configured 
on most systems to rapidly deploy an online sequence annotation platform.  Unfortunately, funding 
for these translation activities is typically not budgeted in research projects and this not a priority. 
However, with the rapid adoption of high throughput technologies by a larger number of 
researchers, the value of eResearch platforms for sequence or gene expression data management is 
gradually becoming apparent and large initiatives are being undertaken in this area. For example 
caArrray (http://caarraydb.nci.nih.gov) is a resource for cancer data. This typically requires large 
computational facilities, which are expensive to maintain. Our approach is to develop relatively 
simple, easy to install and customised software geared toward individual end users with limited 
computational resources and computer skills. This allows the rapid development of user-friendly 
Web interfaces directly addressing the requirements of researchers for data access and analysis. 
However, the deployment of our tools onto large open access computational facilities should be 
considered to make adoption of such tools even more straightforward, providing readily available 
and functional eResearch platform readily available in the area of gene bioinformatics. As high 
throughput sequencing technology starts to reach the laboratory and, with the emergence of system 
biology and ‘fishing science’ where large numbers of experiments are conducted for extensive data 
mining, eResources will become critical in many areas of biology. 
 
 
Figure legends: 
 
Figure 1: BLASTN similarity distribution of the seal gene catalogue. Distribution of similarity 
(percent identity) between assembled seal EST sequences and dog (purple), cow (blue), human 
(green) or chicken (yellow) representative sequences from the Unigene database. Only BLAST 
alignments with a high score ( > 700) were selected. Gene sequence similarity peak at 96% between 
the seal and the dog, 91 % between seal and man and 92% between seal and cow. 
 
 
Figure 2: Comparison of tammar wallaby milk protein gene expression estimated by cDNA or 
MPSS sequencing. Expression data where obtained by cDNA sequence or MPSS data analysis. 
Expression levels (normalised to parts per 10 000 total gene expression) are shown for the main 
milk proteins in non-lactating and lactating samples. Form left to right, cDNA libraries form the 
mammary gland of pregnant (23p) animal at 23 day pregnancy, cDNA libraries form 4 day 
involuting animal (4i), cDNA libraries from lactating animal at day 130 (130L) or day 260 (260L), 
MPSS data from lactating mammary gland RNA at day 151 (151n_mpss) or day 241 (241n_mpss), 
results from a normalised cDNA library. Numbers in parenthesis indicate the total sequence counts 
available for each cDNA library set. The figure shows comparable milk protein gene proportion in 
lactating animals estimated either by cDNA sequencing or MPSS. 
 
Figure 3: Overview of the bioinformatics e-platform. EST-PAC provides a web interface for the 
management, storage and querying of sequences and results from annotation tools such as 
BLASTALL, EST-Scan2 and HMMER. Expression data are stored in an expression database. 
Online query interfaces combined expression and annotation data. 
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Figure 1: BLASTN similarity distribution of 
the seal gene catalogue 
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Figure 2:  
Comparison of tammar wallaby milk protein gene 
expression estimated by cDNA or MPSS sequencing. 
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